Results of computer simulations based on ab initio methods are presented for the newly observed magnetism found in carbon-based and non-traditional inorganic materials. These results reinforce our previously proposed explanation about the nature and the origin of this "new type of magnetism" which attributes this to electron correlations effects which develop in the presence of defects and doping. These observations suggest possible pathways which can be used to tailor such a defect-induced magnetism with significant implications in nanotechnology.
Introduction
A theoretical description of the induced magnetism in a non-magnetic material is usually a two step process. In the first, the existence of lone electron spins is justified.
In the second, the ferromagnetic coupling (FMC) developed among these lone spins is explained. The first step has been the subject of the majority of the related investigations, while very little is reported for the latter. On the one hand, it appears that a consensus has been reached with respect to the existence and development of the lone electron spins. That is, it is commonly accepted that these may be introduced in the material by doping it with magnetic impurities (i.e., transition metal (TM) atoms/ions of the 3d series) or be induced by point defects as for example vacancies, other structural or topological defects and/or non-magnetic impurity atoms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Characteristic examples of such materials are the Dilute Magnetic Semiconductors (DMSs) (e.g., doped-Zn(TM)O, doped-Ga(TM)As, etc.) as well as doped carbon-based magnetic materials, the latter developing magnetic states in the absence of d-electrons. On the other hand the origin of the FMC responsible for this magnetism has not been dealt with conclusively. The investigation about the origin and the existence of the induced magnetism in non-magnetic materials, therefore, is timely and very important from both theoretical and technological point of view.
In the present description we assume that the lone electron spins are confined in identical and what is going to be called Magnetic Unit Cells (MUCs) each of which consists of a molecular unit of one or more atoms.
For clarity of discussion, we classify these magnetic systems into two types: Those which can be described by single atom MUCs (to be denoted as s-MUC systems) and those described by multi-atom MUCs (to be denoted as m-MUC-systems) (see Figure 1 ). For example, in bulk Ni-metal a Wigner-Seitz unit cell may be considered as a charge-neutral s-MUC accommodating one Ni atom while, in Cu-doped ZnO, a m-MUC may be taken as that which includes a CuO 4 unit (as this complex unit introduces the lone electron spins [6] ). Each MUC, as a whole, exhibits a magnetic moment. The lone spins in each MUC are developed by intra-MUC processes, i.e., they may be the results of atomic or molecular (if applicable) Hund's rules, respectively. It should be understood that in the m-MUC case the molecular unit results from the necessary hybridisation processes among the orbitals of its constituent atoms. Thus, the magnetic state of each MUC could be stabilised by kinetic exchange and/or any other configuration interaction (CI) contribution each of which is reflected as a contribution to the effective exchange intra-MUC interactions (i.e., among the atoms of the MUC). Therefore, factors like geometry and symmetry, frustration, delocalisation of molecular orbitals and, consequently, the energy spectrum of the ground and the lowest excited states are expected to be among those which determine the appearance or not of a favourable magnetic state for each MUC [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Having established the existence of the lone electron spins, the formation of the FMC among the MUCs seems to follow a route which is dictated by the nature of the system investigated. Thus, in the case of doping with magnetic atoms/ions and in the presence of carriers, the FMC is developed by hybridising and spin polarising the carrier wave functions. This process is well understood within the RKKY description for the metallic [11] [12] [13] and to some extent for the semiconducting systems described by s-MUCs [14] [15] [16] [17] . It is proposed that a similar approach can be considered in the case of m-MUC-materials if we assume that the m-MUC acts as an effective s-MUC.
The carrier-based RKKY-type of approaches seem inadequate to describe magnetic states in the absence of practically efficient values of carrier concentrations (as, for example, in the (bulk) DMSs Ga(Mn)As, Zn(Mn)O) as this leads to vanishing overlaps among magnetic ions which cannot support their exchange coupling. Similar situation appears in systems with no magnetic dopants (e.g., in bulk magnetic carbon systems) but with point defects in a dilute limit. In these systems, the point defects and, in particular, the vacant lattice sites become the key factors which promote the development of the FM state as the energetically most favourable for the ground state.
It maybe helpful to distinguish between bulk-(infinite) and finite (nano-) systems. In the bulk (infinite) systems, screening effects may be quite effective and as a result the perturbation induced by the point defects becomes localised leading to magnetic coupling of neighbouring lone spins dictated by the overlap of the perturbed carrier wave functions [11] [12] [13] . The situation is more complicated in insulating nanosystems. In these, electron states are described by molecular orbitals (MOs) which can be described as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAOs) with the atomic orbitals (AO) centred on the (occupied) lattice sites. The MOs may either extent over all lattice sites or localise at some of them. The problem in a nanosystem, subject of our primary focus in the following, arises because of the development of a noticeable remote selective delocalisation of the MOs and its variation as a result of vacancies or any other defect [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This defect-induced selective delocalisation of the MOs, which appears in a nanosystem, is the analogue of the perturbation the metallic extended states undergo in the presence of magnetic impurities. Such delocalised orbitals may act as mediators and form the FMC among the lone electron spins of the m-MUCs provided that these orbitals overlap, that is, they have common contributions (i.e., non-vanishing weights) on atoms belonging to more than one m-MUC or located in-between the m-MUCs [18, 19] . As recalled by Anderson [19] , such a possibility to have an exchange-spin coupling through the agency of intermediate non-magnetic atoms was initially proposed by Kramers [20] .
Remote delocalisation: a pathway to FM coupling
In Figures 2 and 3 , the MO delocalisation of the five higher HOMOs (to be denoted as HOMO -k; k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and the five lower LUMOs (to be denoted as LUMO + k; k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) is demonstrated for both the ground (singlet) state of the defect-free C 60 -dimer and the corresponding ground (triplet) state of the C 60 -dimer with one vacancy per C 60 -molecule. The parallel to the horizontal axis lines correspond to the integer values of k = -4, -3, …, +3, +4; they denote the higher HOMOs and lower LUMOs. On the horizontal axis the 120 atomic sites of the C 60 -dimer are mapped. A symbol on a particular site along a k-line means that the AO centred at this site contributes to the corresponding kth HOMO or LUMO. With the help of Figure 2 , it is straightforward to see that, in the absence of C-vacancies, the MOs (both HOMOs and LUMOs) exhibit an extended delocalisation over the whole system. That is, each MO has significant contributions from almost every AO from both C 60 -molecules. However, it can be observed that in the presence of C-vacancies, the previously observed extended delocalisation becomes confined in certain atomic sites and is selectively distributed at the cites which are either first or second nearest neighbours to the vacant sites. Additionally, it can also be seen that certain HOMOs as, for example, the HOMO -k, k = 1, 3, 4, of spin-up electrons (shown in Figure 2 ) as well as the HOMO -4 for spin-down electrons (shown in Figure 3 ) are extended over the regions surrounding both vacant carbon sites. This picture is also found in the distribution of the deeper HOMOs and the LUMOs. It can be argued that it is these MOs with simultaneous contributions either from the vacant or the intermediate regions that lead to the coupling among the lone spins. Finally, it is worth noting that the selective delocalisation in the presence of defects is more pronounced in the triplet than in the siglet state (of the C 60 -dimer with defects). The same picture appears in the case of C 60 -dimers consisting of charged (cation and/or anion) C 60 -molecules joined by a 2+2 cycloaddition bond. From this analysis it is quite clear that the development of the electronic configurations in regions around the carbon-vacant sites is well correlated. Furthermore, recalling an RKKY-type of interaction between the magnetic moments localised around the vacant carbon sites, it can be argued that the induced remote selective delocalisation leads to non-vanishing overlaps among the various HOMOs and LUMOs leading thus (within the RKKY picture) to a mediated exchange interaction. The delocalisation of the MOs may or may not depend appreciably on the concentration of defects especially in the dilution limit. As a result, it may not be necessary to satisfy standard percolation limits [21] or be the result of any spinoidal decomposition [22] for magnetism to occur. This observation may explain, for example, the results of Ye et al. [6] who find that the Cu-Cu magnetic interaction does not depend on the hole density. However, this is in contradistinction with the Ga(Mn)As case where a full compensation of carriers occurs using Sn as a donor and turns the ferromagnetic coupling among the Mn atoms into an antiferromagnetic one [23] . These observations may also be related to the important issue associated with the presence of defects and impurities and referring to the appearance or not of the metallic feature in the undoped semi-conducting system as a result of doping [24, 25] . Presently, the issue of whether the metallic state is a necessary stage for magnetic features to appear in these systems has not been answered conclusively [26, 23] .
In view of the above, tailoring the charge transfer and/or the remote delocalisation may be the pathway for improving the magnetic properties of materials like the DMSs. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to predict the development of the remote delocalisation of the MOs and how this is affected by the presence of impurities and lattice defects.
Charge transfer: a prerequisite for magnetic coupling
Computer simulations have indicated that remote delocalisation is related to charge transfer. This is associated with the presence of the defects and gives rise to strong electric fields [1, 3] as indicated in Figure 4 . These electric fields act to develop the FMC among the m-MUCs. More importantly, it should be noted that according to our findings, stable strong electric fields can be developed if the material provides centres for both positive and negative accumulation of charge density (see Figure 4) . This observation brings us to the conclusion that the defect-induced magnetism can be stabilised in the presence of two kinds of defects which can act as donor and acceptor sites, respectively. It has to be pointed out, however, that the defect induced charge transfers should not destroy inherent spin accumulations dictated by the overall features of the system as this happens if one tries to heal carbon vacancies with impurity-atoms such as N, O, B, P, S (see [27] ). Such a model description was confirmed and justified in the case of rhombohedral C 60 (Rh-C 60 ) polymers in which it was found that charge transfer develops large electric dipole moments among the charge accumulations induced by lattice defects, namely carbon vacancies and 2 + 2 cycloaddition bonds [1] . It is worth noting that the lack of the possibility for any of the tested non-magnetic impurity atoms (N, O, B, P, S) to induce lone spin localisation points to the increased possibility that the observed magnetism in the C 60 -based polymers may be the result of structural and/or topological defects; i.e., favouring the proposed vacancy-induced magnetism. The trends found in our detailed investigation in the above described C 60 -dimer was reconfirmed in two more applications. The first refers to a linear C 60 -trimer in which the two end C 60 -molecules contain one C-vacancy. For this system the ground state appears to be also the triplet state. Comparing it to the corresponding case of the C 60 -dimer it is observed that exchange coupling between the lone spins (localised in the vacancy sites in both systems), although weaker in the trimer case, is still strong enough to support our proposed explanation that the FMC is the result of the remote delocalisation and the associated overlaps of MOs.
Our second application refers to Co-doped ZnO system (in which Co atoms are in the form of substitutional impurities at Zn-sites). For this system there is experimental and theoretical evidence that the ferromagnetic state is more favourable as the ground state. However these indications are not conclusive. The experimental results seem to have strong dependence on the sample preparation conditions, while the theoretical results indicate that the energy difference between the ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic coupling of the Co-impurities is very small, the latter being probably more stable. Nevertheless, there are indications that additional (to Co atoms) impurities or defects have a strong impact on the magnetic interaction of two Co impurities in bulk ZnO. To demonstrate this, we considered a ZnO superlattice structure (3 × 3 × 3) with two Co impurity atoms substituting Zn atoms in different positions which are shown in Figure 5 . We performed ab initio computer simulations using the quantum-ESPRESSO computer code and performing DFT plane-wave calculations [28] using the GGA functional. We considered three sets of unit-cell structures, as follows: i
The unit cell includes two substitutional Co-atoms without any additional defect.
ii The unit cell includes two substitutional Co-atoms and an additional Zn vacancy.
iii The unit cell includes two substitutional Co-atoms and one additional Cu atom substituting a Zn atom.
In cases (i) and (ii) we performed a single k-point calculation and the first neighbours of the defects were relaxed. For the k-point we chose the Baldereschi point instead of the Γ-point. The reason is that the choice of the Baldereschi-point results in more reasonable values for the total magnetisation. For case (iii), we used two k-points, but no relaxation was performed for convergence reasons. The two Co atoms were placed in three different geometries. In the first, called C1, they substitute two neighbours (in the Zn-sublattice) along the same zig-zag chain parallel to the hexagonal base of the lattice. In the second, called C2, they substitute two Zn first neighbouring atoms which are in two adjacent planes parallel to the hexagonal base of the lattice. Finally, in the third, called D, the two Co atoms substitute two second neighbour Zn atoms on two planes which are second neighbours. These geometries were also investigated in the presence of a Zn-vacancy or a substitutional Cu impurity each of them located in various positions near the two Co-atoms. Representative results for the magnetic features of these structural configurations for which the Zn vacancy or the Cu impurity occupy the same place for comparison are included in Table 1 . In Figure 5 we show the C1, C2, and D geometries together with the position of the vacancy/impurity. 
Figure 5
The structures of two Co impurities (blue) in ZnO. The black disconnected spheres represent either (i) a Zn atom, (ii) a Zn vacancy or (iii) a Cu impurity (see Table 1 below) (see online version for colours)
Our results, on the one hand, confirm previous reports as with respect to the magnetic coupling of two Co-atoms in the absence of any other defect and/or in the presence of an additional defect or impurity atom. That is, additional (to Co atoms) impurities or defects were found to have a strong impact on the magnetic interaction of two Co impurities in bulk ZnO. In the absence of any additional impurities (case (i)), the AFM configuration seems to be more stable if the two Co atoms are first neighbours in the Zn sub-lattice. This result is in agreement with other calculations [29] [30] [31] . For larger interatomic distances the FM configuration prevails. In the presence of a Zn vacancy (case (ii)) the interaction is significantly enhanced, as it is indicated by the absolute value of the energy difference of the two magnetic arrangements. In the presence of an additional Cu impurity (case (iii)), especially in the case where the Cu atom is in between the Co atoms, we observe a significant enhancement of the stability of the FM state vs. the AFM (case D(iii)).
Conclusion
The pronounced similarities of the magnetic C 60 -based polymers and some of the non-traditional inorganic materials (like the co-doped ZnO with substitutional Co and Cu atoms) with the McConnell-II systems [32] allowed us to propose [1] [2] [3] [4] that the exchange coupling among lone electron spins could be attributed to the CI and can be described by a generalised McConnell-II model [32] [33] [34] [35] . The McConnell-II model was proposed for charge-transfer magnetic salts composed of chains of alternating donor (D) and acceptor (A) molecules. According to this model, it is expected that if two degenerate acceptor (or donor) MOs have a nondisjoint structure, then the triplet state in the ground state of a D-A dimer becomes degenerate to the triplet state in the virtual space. That is, the triplet state of the neutral D molecule induces a triplet state of the charge transfer state through a CI. Such a triplet state propagates along the D-A chain [32] .
The presented analysis reinforces our previously reported proposals about such a justification concerning the origin of the induced magnetism in carbon-based materials and non-traditional inorganic materials. That is, it is attributed to the presence of defects and/or suitable doping. The FMC appears as the consequence of charge transfers (due to the presence of defects and/or dopants) which in nanosystems are associated with a selective remote MO-delocalisation. The simultaneous presence of two kinds of defects which play the roles of donor and acceptor sites seems to be necessary and allows to relate this type of magnetism with a generalisation of the McConneell-II model.
In view of these, the defect induced magnetism can be tailored through the engineering of the defect-induced charge transfers by choosing suitable dopants or creating appropriate structural defects.
